The Role of Domain Content in Understanding Identity Development (3er llamado de Diciembre 2016)

Consignas

Read the text and answer the following questions:

Part 1:

State the information the authors give when they:

1) State the centrality of their research topic

2) Indicate how the gap in this research topic relate to the aims of their study

3) Indicate to what extent Erikson's theory underpins their research

Part 2:

State the information the authors give when they:

4) Define the different "status approaches" including the example

5) Define the narrative approach and its limitations

6) Present the limitations of the status approaches

7) Describe their research study (provide a detailed description of the domains presented by the authors)

8) Explain the three domains of content

9) Compare the narratives by two different 19-year-old females

10) Relate the limitations of this research with future research on this topic